
DESCRIPTION

The RF Assembly consists of an RF casting with seven
capacitively loaded coaxial cavities, an RF amplifier, 1st
mixer and 1st IF amplifier/2nd mixer stages.

In MASTR Executive II and Custom MVP mobile and
station applications, the 1st oscillator injection frequency is
806-825 MHz. In MASTR® II station applications, the injec-
tion frequency is 851-870 MHz.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

FRONT END & RF AMPLIFIER (A301)

RF from the antenna jacks (J301) is coupled through two
coaxial cavities to the base of RF amplifier Q1. The cavities
are tuned to the incoming frequency by C301 and C302. Q1
operates as a class A, common emitter amplifier that provides
a gain of approximately 8 to 10 dB. The amplified output is
coupled through three additional cavities to the first mixer.
These cavities are tuned by C303, C304 and C305. The five
cavities provide the front end selectivity.

1ST MIXER (A302)

The 1st mixer is a singly balanced diode mixer that
converts a signal in the 806-870 MHz range to the 45 MHz 1st
IF frequency.

RF from the cavities is coupled through A302-C1 to
mixer diodes CR1 and CR2. The low side injection input from
J302 is coupled through two tuned cavities to the mixer diodes.
The injection input port is isolated from the RF input and IF
output by balancing transformer consisting of parallel strip
transmission lines that are formed by runs on the printed
circuit board. The 1st IF output is coupled through L1 to the
1st IF amplifier stage.
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Anything soldered directly to the casting is not field
replaceable. in addition, the set screws holding the
links between board or cavities should not be loos-
ened or removed. Only components on the printed
wiring boards (including the mixer diode pair) may
be replaced. Extreme care should be used when
replacing components to avoid damaging the printed
circuit boards.

CAUTION



1ST IF AMP/2ND MIXER (A303)

The 1st amplifier/2nd mixer board contains the 1st IF
amplifier stage, a four-pole crystal filter, the 2nd oscillator and
2nd mixer stages.

1st IF Amplifier

The 1st mixer output is coupled through a tuned circuit
(L1 and C2) that matches the mixer output to ggate 1 of 1st IF
amplifier Q1.

Amplifier Q1 is a dual gate FET that provides good
intermodulation and desensitization characteristics. The 45
MHz output signal at the drain of Q1 is coupled through a
tuned circuit (L2 and C4) that sets the impedance to crystal
filter FL1.

FL1 is a 45 MHz, four-pole crystal filter that provides a
minimum of 30dB adjacent channel rejection. The filter out-
put is applied through a tuned circuit (L4 and C6) that matches
the output impedance of FL1 to the second mixer.

2nd Oscillator

Second oscillator Q2 is a crystal-controlled Colpitts third
overtone oscillator that operates at 35.6 MHz. The oscillator
frequency is adjusted by L5. TP1 is provided to measure the
oscillator frequency.

The oscillator output is coupled through a circuit that is
tuned to 35.6 MHz (L6 and C14), and provides selectivity for
the oscillator output. C5 is a DC blocking capacitor.

2nd Mixer

The 45 MHz IF from the crystal filter and the 35.6 MHz
2nd oscillator output are applied to the base of 2nd mixer Q3.
The mixer converts the 1st IF frequency to the 2nd IF fre-
quency of 9.4 MHz, and provides 15 dB of conversion gain.
L7 and C16 provide selectivity for the 9.4 MHz IF frequency.
The output of the mixer is applied to the next IF stage through
feed-through capacitor C310.

Supply voltage for the RF assembly is supplied through
C309.
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